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1. PREFACE

In order to provide our customers with quality, reliability and  versatility, this product has
been made to strict production standards. This manual  includes all the necessary 
information about  installation, debugging, discharging and maintenance. Please read this 
manual carefully before you open or maintain the unit. The manufacture of this product will 
not be held responsible if someone is injured or the unit is damaged,  as a result of 
improper installation, debugging, or unnecessary maintenance. It is vital that the 
instructions within this  manual are adhered to at all times. The unit must be installed by 
qualified personnel.

The unit can only be repaired by qualified installer centre , personnel or an authorised
dealer.

Maintenance and operation must be carried out according to the recomended time and 
frequency, as stated in this manual.

Use genuine standard spare parts only.
Failure to comply with these recommendations will invalidate the  warranty.

Swimming Pool Heat Pump Unit heats the swimming pool water and keeps the temperature 
constant.   For split type unit, The indoor unit can be Discretely hidden or semi-hidden to 
suit a luxury house.

Our heat pump has  following characteristics:

1 Durable
      The heat exchanger is made of PVC & Titanium  tube which can withstand prolonged 
exposure to swimming pool water.
2 Installation flexibility
      The unit can be installed outdoors.
3 Quiet operation
      The unit comprises an efficient rotary/ scroll compressor and a low-noise fan motor,
which guarantees  its quiet operation.
4  Advanced controlling
      The unit includes micro-computer controlling, allowing all operation parameters to be
set. Operation status can be displayed on the LCD wire controller. Remote controller can be 
chosen  as future option.
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WARNING

Do not use means to accelerate the defrosting process or to clean,
Other than those recimmended by the manufacturer.

The appliance shall be stored in a room without continuously operating  ignition  sources
(for example:open flames, an operating gas appliance or an operating electric heater.)

Do not pierce or burn.

Be aware that refrigerants may not contain an odour,

Appliance shall be installed,operated and stored in a room with a floor area larger than X .
NOTE  The manufacturer may provide other suitable examples or may provide additional 
information about  the refrigerant odour.



This  appliance  can  be  used  by  children  aged  from  8  years  and  above  and  persons 
with  reduced  physical, sensory  or  mental  capabilities  or  lack  of  experience  and 
knowledge  if  they  have  been  given  supervision  or instruction concerning use o f the 
appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not play with 
the appliance. Cleaning  and  user  maintenance  shall  not  be  made  by  children  without 
supervision.

 If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or 
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

The appliance shall be installed in accordance with national wiring regulations.

Do not operate your air conditioner in a wet room such as a bathroom or laundry room.

Before obtaining access to terminals, all supply circuits must be disconnected.

An all-pole disconnection device which has at least 3mm clearances in all poles and
have a leakage current that may exceed 10mA the residual current device (RCD) having 

disconnection must bea rated residual operating current not exceeding 30mA and 
incorporated in the fixed wiring in accordance with the wiring rules
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Do not use means to accelerate the defrosting process or to clean, other than those 
recommended by the manufacturer

The appliance shall be stored in a room without continuously operating ignition sources (for 
example: open flames, an operating gas appliance or an operating electric heater.)

Do not pierce or burn

Appliance shall be installed, operated and stored in a room with a floor area larger than X m2

Be aware that refrigerants may not contain an odour.
The installation of pipe-work shall be kept to a minimum X m2

Spaces where refrigerant pipes shall be compliance with national gas regulations. 
Servicing shall be performed only as recommended by the manufacturer. 
The appliance shall be stored in a well-ventilated area where the room size corresponds to 
the room area as specified for operation.
All working procedure that affets safety means shall only be carried by competent persons.

Transport of equipment containing flammable refrigerants 
Compliance with the transport regulations 
Marking of equipment using signs
Compliance with local regulations 
Disposal of equipment using flammable refrigerants
Compliance with national regulations 
Storage of equipment/appliances
The storage of equipment should be in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
Storage of packed (unsold) equipment 
Storage package protection should be constructed such that mechanical damage to the 
equipment inside the package will not cause a leak of the refrigerant charge. 
The maximum number of pieces of equipment permitted to be stored together will be 
determined by local regulations. 



1. The unit can only be repaired by qualified installer centre personnel or an authorised
  dealer. for Europe market

2. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical
sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety. for Europe market
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

3. Please make sure that the unit and power connection have good earthing, otherwise may
cause electrical shock.

4. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or our service agent
or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

5. Directive 2002/96/EC (WEEE):
The symbol depicting a crossed-out waste bin that is underneath the appliance indicates that
this product, at the end of its useful life, must be handled separately from domestic waste,
must be taken to a recycling centre for electric and electronic devices or handed back to the
dealer when purchasing an equivalent appliance.

6. Directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs): This product is compliant with directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs)
concerning restrictions for the use of harmful substances in electric and electronic devices.

7. The unit CANNOT be installed near the flammable gas. Once there is any leakage of the gas,
fire can be occur.

8. Make sure that there is circuit breaker for the unit, lack of circuit breaker  can lead to
electrical shock or fire.

9. The heat pump located inside the unit is equipped with an over-load protection system. It
does not allow for the unit to start for at least 3 minutes from a previous stoppage.

10. The unit can only be repaired by the qualified personnel of an installer center or an
authorized dealer. for North America market

11. Installation must be performed in accordance with the NEC/CEC by authorized person
only. for North America market

12. USE SUPPLY WIRES SUITABLE FOR 75 .
13. Caution: Single wall heat exchanger, not suitable for potable water connection.

 Caution & Warning
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*** REFRIGERANT :  R32

2.SPECIFICATION

2.1 Performance data of Swimming Pool Heat  Pump Unit
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UNIT

*

*Range

*  Heating Power Input

*Range

*  Running Current Input

*Range

**

**Range

**   Heating Power Input

**Range

**  Running Current Input

**Range

Power Supply

Compressor Quantity

Compressor

Fan Quantity

Fan Rotate Speed

Fan Direction

Noise

Water Connection

Water Flow Volume

Water Pressure Drop(max)

Unit Net Dimensions(L/W/H)

Unit Ship Dimensions(L/W/H)

Net Weight

Shipping Weight 

Rated Heating Capacity(90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated  Heating Capacity(90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

See the drawing of the units

See package lable

see nameplate

see package label 

GIA-SWP-O-110LIO
11.66

39644

1.97~11.66

6698~39644

2.00

0.16~2.00

0.87

0.70 0.87

8.62

29308

1.79~8.62

6086~29308

1.91

0.29~1.91

8.30

1.26~8.30

230V~/50Hz

1

Rotary(Mitsubishi)

1

800

horizontal

42-53

50

3.7

4.0

GIA-SWP-O-070LIO
7.24

24700

1.82~7.24

6210~24700

1.28

0.15~1.28

5.57

0.65~5.57

5.64

19240

1.39~5.64

4740~19240

1.28

0.24~1.28

5.57

1.04~5.57

220-240V~/50Hz

1

Rotary(Mitsubishi)

1

700

horizontal

38-50

50

2.4

2.0

1. The unit can only be repaired by qualified installer centre personnel or an authorised 

     dealer. for Europe market

2. This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical

    sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been

    given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for 

    their safety. for Europe market

    Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

3. Please make sure that the unit and power connection have good earthing, otherwise may 

    cause electrical shock.

4. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or our service agent

    or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

5. Directive 2002/96/EC (WEEE): 

    The symbol depicting a crossed-out waste bin that is underneath the appliance indicates 

    that this product, at the end of its useful life, must be handled separately from domestic

    waste, must be taken to a recycling centre for electric and electronic devices or handed 

    back to the dealer when purchasing an equivalent appliance. 

6. Directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs): This product is compliant with directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs) 

    concerning restrictions for the use of harmful substances in electric and electronic devices.

7. The unit CANNOT be installed near the flammable gas. Once there is any leakage of the gas

     , fire can be occur.

8. Make sure that there is circuit breaker for the unit, lack of circuit breaker  can lead to 

    electrical shock or fire.

9. The heat pump located inside the unit is equipped with an over-load protection system. It 

    does not allow for the unit to start for at least 3 minutes from a previous stoppage.

10. The unit can only be repaired by the qualified personnel of an installer center or an 

     authorized dealer. for North America market

11. Installation must be performed in accordance with the NEC/CEC by authorized person only.

for North America market

12. USE SUPPLY WIRES SUITABLE FOR 75 .

13. Caution: Single wall heat exchanger, not suitable for potable water connection.

 Caution & Warning
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Rated Heating: *Outdoor air temp: 27ºC
**Outdoor air temp: 15 ºC

, Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26ºC/28ºC , 
Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26ºC/28ºC

                          During heating: Running ambient temperature: -5ºC~43ºC

/24.3ºC
/12ºC
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2.SPECIFICATION

2.1 Performance data of Swimming Pool Heat  Pump Unit
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*Range

*  Heating Power Input

*Range

*  Running Current Input

*Range

**

**Range

**   Heating Power Input

**Range

**  Running Current Input

**Range

Power Supply

Compressor Quantity

Compressor

Fan Quantity

Fan Rotate Speed

Fan Direction

Noise

Water Connection

Water Flow Volume

Water Pressure Drop(max)

Unit Net Dimensions(L/W/H)

Unit Ship Dimensions(L/W/H)

Net Weight

Shipping Weight 

Rated Heating Capacity(90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated  Heating Capacity(90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated Heating: *Outdoor air temp: 27ºC
**Outdoor air temp: 15 ºC

, Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26ºC/28ºC , 
Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26ºC/28ºC

                          During heating: Running ambient temperature: -5ºC~43ºC

/24.3ºC
/12ºC

See the drawing of the units

See package lable

see nameplate

see package label 

GIA-SWP-O-190LIO
18.70

63580

3.50~18.70

11900~63580

3.65

0.32~3.65

15.87

1.39~15.87

14.00

47600

2.55~14.00

8670~47600

3.24

0.47~3.24

14.09

2.04~14.09

22-240V~/50Hz

1

Rotary(HIGHLY)

1

850

horizontal

42-53

50

6.0

5.0

GIA-SWP-O-160LIO
16.00

54400

3.25~16.00

11050~5440

2.91

0.30~2.91

12.60

1.30~12.60

12.60

42840

2.55~12.60

8670~42840

2.80

0.44~2.80

12.17

1.91~12.17

220-240V~/50Hz

1

Rotary(HIGHLY)

1

750

horizontal

43-54

50

5.2

5.0
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Model:HTW-SWP-0-070LIO/ 110LIO unit mm

2.2 Dimensions for Swimming Pool Heat Pump Unit

Model:HTW-SWP-0-160LIO/ 190LIO unit mm

Water outlet
50

Water inlet
50

1002

190

1035

3
9

5

201610

1
0

3
3

5
0

7
7

0

Water outlet
50

Water inlet
50

1115

182

1165

4
4

0

118815

1
0

1
4

0
0

8
7

0



2.SPECIFICATION
2.2 Performance diagram

Model:GIA-SWP-0-070LIO

Κ



2.SPECIFICATION
2.2 Performance diagram

Model:GIA-SWP-0-110LIO

�



2.SPECIFICATION
2.2 Performance diagram

Model:GIA-SWP-0-160LIO

Κ



2.SPECIFICATION
2.2 Performance diagram

Model:GIA-SWP-0-190LIO
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2.SPECIFICATION

2.1 Performance data of Swimming Pool Heat  Pump Unit
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Unit Ship Dimensions(L/W/H)
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Rated Heating Capacity(90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)

Rated (90Hz)
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During heating: Running ambient temperature: -5 ~43

Rated Heating: *Outdoor air temp: 27 , Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26 /28
                           **Outdoor air temp: 15 , Inlet/Outlet  water temp:26 /28
                          

/24.3
/12

See the drawing of the units

See package lable

see nameplate

see package label

HTW-SWP-0-190LIO

18.70

63580

3.50~18.70

11900~63580

3.65

0.32~3.65

15.87

1.39~15.87
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14.09
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horizontal
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16.00
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1

750

horizontal

43-54

50

5.2

5.0
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Model: GIA-SWP-O-070LIO / GIA-SWP-O-110LIO unit mm

2.2 Dimensions for Swimming Pool Heat Pump Unit

Model: GIA-SWP-O-160LIO / GIA-SWP-O-190LIO unit mm

Water outlet
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0

118815
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0
0

8
7

0
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3.INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION

  3.1 Installation illustration

Chlorinator cell Water outlet

Pool

Valve

Water supply

Water inlet Water pump     Sand filter

(or other type filter)

The unit will perform well in any outdoor location provided that the following three factors are 

presented: 

1. Fresh Air - 2. Electricity - 3. Pool filter piping 

The unit may be installed virtually anywhere outdoors. For indoor pools please consult the 

supplier. Unlike a gas heater, it has no draft or pilot light problem in a windy area. 

DO NOT place the unit in an enclosed area with a limited air volume, where the units

discharge air will be re-circulated. 

DO NOT place the unit to shrubs which can block air inlet. These locations deny the unit of a 

continuous source of fresh air which reduces it efficiency and may prevent adequate heat 

delivery.

3.2 Swimming Pool Heat Pumps Location

Normally, the pool heat pump is  installed within 7.5 metres of the pool. The longer  the 

distance from the pool, the greater the heat loss from the piping. For the most part ,the piping 

is buried. Therefore, the  heat loss is minimal for runs of up to15 meters(15 meters to and from 

the pump = 30 meters  total), unless the ground is wet or the water table is high. A very rough 

estimate of heat loss per 30 meters  is 0.6 kW-hour,(2000BTU) for every 5  difference in 

temperature between the pool water and the ground surrounding the pipe, which translates to 

about 3% to 5% increase in run time.

3.3 How Close To Your Pool?

5

3.INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION

Air inlet

Air outlet

Air inlet

Air outlet

2500m
m

700mm

300mm

5
0

0
m

m

2
0

0
0

m
m

1000mm
800mm

700m
m

Installation items:

 The factory only provides the  main unit and the water unit; the other items in the illustration 

are necessary spare parts for the water system ,that provided by users or the installer.

Attention:

Please follow these steps when using for the first time

1.Open valve and charge water.

2.Make sure that the pump and the water-in pipe have been filled with water.

3.Close the valve and start the unit.

ATTN:  It is necessary that the water-in pipe is higher  than the pool surface. 

 The schematic diagram is for reference only. Please check the water inlet/outlet label on the 

heat pump while plumbing installation.

 The schematic diagram is for reference only. Please check the water inlet/outlet label on the 

heat pump while plumbing installation.

The controller is mounted on the wall
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3.INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION

3.2 Swimming Pool Heat Pumps Location

The unit will perform well in any outdoor location provided that the following three factors are 
presented:

1. Fresh Air - 2. Electricity - 3. Pool filter piping

The unit may be installed virtually anywhere outdoors. For indoor pools please consult the 
supplier. Unlike a gas heater, it has no draft or pilot light problem in a windy area. 

DO NOT place the unit in an enclosed area with a limited air volume, where the units 
discharge air will be re-circulated. 
DO NOT place the unit to shrubs which can block air inlet. These locations deny the unit of a 
continuous source of fresh air which reduces it efficiency and may prevent adequate heat 
delivery.

Normally, the pool heat pump is  installed within 7.5 metres of the pool. The longer  the 
distance from the pool, the greater the heat loss from the piping. For the most part ,the piping
is buried. Therefore, the  heat loss is minimal for runs of up to15 meters(15 meters to and from 
the pump = 30 meters  total), unless the ground is wet or the water table is high. A very rough 
estimate of heat loss per 30 meters  is 0.6 kW-hour,(2000BTU) for every 5  difference in
temperature between the pool water and the ground surrounding the pipe, which translates to 
about 3% to 5% increase in run time.

3.3 How Close To Your Pool?

Air inlet

Air outlet

Air inlet

Air outlet

2500m
m

700mm

300mm

5
0

0
m

m

2
0

0
0

m
m

1000mm
800mm

700m
m



3.INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION
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3.4 Swimming Pool Heat Pumps Plumbing

Location: Connect the unit in the pool pump discharge (return) line downstream of all filter
and pool pumps, and upstream of any chlorinators, ozonators or chemical pumps.

Standard model have slip glue fittings which accept  32mm or 50 mm PVC pipe for
connection to the pool or spa filtration piping. By using a 50 NB to 40NB you can plumb 40NB 

Give serious consideration to adding a quick coupler fitting at the unit inlet and outlet to allow 
easy draining of unit for winterizing and to provide easier access should servicing be 
required.

Condensation: Since the Heat pump cools down the air about 4 -5 , water may condense on 
the fins of the horseshoe shaped evaporator. If the relative humidity is very high, this could 
be as much as several litres an hour. The water will run down the fins into the basepan and
drain out through the barbed plastic condensation drain fitting on the side of the basepan.
This fitting is designed to accept 20mm clear vinyl tubing which can be pushed on by hand 
and run to a suitable drain. It is easy to mistake the condensation for a water leak inside the 
unit.

NB: A quick way to verify that the water is condensation is to shut off the unit  and keep the 
pool pump running. If the water stops running out of the basepan, it is condensation. AN 
EVEN QUICKER WAY IS to TEST THE DRAIN WATER FOR CHLORINE - if the is no chlorine
present, then it's condensation. 

The Swimming Pool Heat Pumps exclusive rated flow titanium heat exchanger requires no 
special plumbing arrangements except bypass(please set the flow rate according to the
nameplate). The water pressure drop is less than 10kPa  at max. Flow rate. Since there is no
residual heat or flame Temperatures, The unit does not need copper heat sink piping. PVC
pipe can be run straight into the unit.

From Pump

To  Pool

Pvc Coupler
Recommended(provided)

Condensation 
Drain Barb Ftg



3.INSTALLATION AND CONNECTION

1. Turn on your filter pump. Check for water leaks and verify flow to and from the pool.
2. Turn on the electrical power supply to the unit, then press the key ON/OFF of wire
controller, It should start in  several seconds.
3. After running a few minutes make sure the air leaving the top(side) of the unit is
cooler(Between 5-10 )
4. With the unit operating turn the filter pump off. The unit should also turn off automatically,
5. Allow the unit and pool pump to run 24 hours per day until desired pool water temperature
is reached. When the water-in temperature reaches this setting, the unit will slow down for a
period of time, if the temperature is maintained for 45 minutes the unit will turn off. The unit
will now automatically restart (as long as your pool pump is running)when the pool
temperature drops more than 0.2 below set temperature.

Time Delay- The unit is equipped with a 3 minute built-in solid state restart delay included to 
protect control circuit components and to eliminate restart cycling and contactor chatter. 
This time delay will automatically restart the unit approximately 3 minutes after each control 
circuit interruption. Even a brief power interruption will activate the solid state 3 minute 
restart delay and prevent the unit from starting until the 5 minute countdown is completed.
Power interruptions during the delay period will have no effect on the 3 minute countdown. 

3.5 Swimming Pool Heat Pumps Electrical Wiring

NOTE: Although the unit heat exchanger is electrically isolated from the rest of the unit, it 
simply prevents the flow of electricity to or from the pool water. Grounding the unit is still 
required to protect you against short circuits inside the unit. Bonding is also required.

The unit has a separate molded-in junction box with a standard electrical conduit nipple 
already in place. Just remove the screws and the front panel, feed your supply lines in 
through the conduit nipple and wire-nut the electric supply wires to the three connections 
already in the junction box (four connections  if three phase). To complete electrical hookup, 
connect Heat Pump by electrical conduit, UF cable or other suitable means as specified (as 
permitted by local electrical authorities) to a dedicated AC power supply branch circuit 
equipped with the proper circuit breaker, disconnect or time delay fuse protection. 

Disconnect - A disconnect means (circuit breaker , fused or un-fused switch) should be 
located within sight of and readily accessible from the unit, This is common practice on 
commercial and residential air conditioners and heat pumps. It prevents remotely-energizing 
unattended equipment and permits turning off power at the unit while the unit is being 
serviced.

3.6 Initial startup of the Unit

NOTE- In order for the unit to heat the pool or spa, the filter pump must be running to 
circulate water through the heat exchanger.

Start up Procedure - After installation is completed, you should follow these steps: 

14



4.Use and Operation Instruction

4.2.1 Key function instruction

4.1.Interface display

Designation

Mute key 

Mode key 

On-off key

Up key

Down key

Clock key 

Under the heating mode or heating mode under the
automatic mode, the mute key operation is effective and 
used to enter and exit the mute mode with one click.

4.2.Key and icon function instruction

Key symbols 

It is used to switch the unit mode, temperature setting, 
and parameter setting.

It is used to carry out startup & shutdown, cancel current 
operation,and return to the last level of operation.

It is used to page up, and increase variable value. 

It is used to page down, and decrease variable value. 

It is used as user clock, and to carry out timing setting.

Function

15
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4.2.2.Icon function instruction

4.Use and Operation Instruction

Icon symbol Designation Function

Cooling
symbol

Heating
symbol

Automatic
symbol

Defrosting
symbol

Compressor
symbol

Water pump
symbol

Fan symbol

Mute symbol

Timing symbol

Water outlet
symbol

Water inlet
symbol

Locking key
symbol

Fault symbol

Wireless signal
symbol

Degrees Celsius
symbo l

Degrees Fahrenheit
symbol

Setting symbol

Second symbol

Minute symbol

Hour symbol

Pressure
symbol

Flow symbol

It will display during cooling (there is no limit to startup &
shutdown, and it is optional when the unit is cooling-only 
unit or heating-and-cooling unit). 
It will display during heating (there is no limit to startup &
shutdown, and it is optional when the unit is heating-only 
unit or heating-and-cooling unit). 
It will display under the automatic mode (there is no limit to
startup & shutdown, and it is optional when the unit is heating-
and-cooling unit). 

It will display in the defrosting process of the unit. 

It will display when compressor is started. 

It will display when water pump is started. 

It will display when fan is started. 

When the timing mute function is started, it keeps bright for a
long time. When it is in mute state, it will flash. Or else, it is off.

It will display after the user sets the timing, and multiple timing
intervals can be set .

When the axillary display area displays the water outlet
temperature, the light is on.

When the main display area displays  the water inlet temperature,
 the light is on.

When the keyboard is locked, it is on.

In case of unit fault, it is on. 

When the unit is connected to WIFI module, it will display 
according to the strength of WIFI signal. 

When main display area or auxiliary display area displays
degrees Celsius, it is on. 

When main display area or auxiliary display area displays
degrees  Fahrenheit, it is on. 

When the parameter is adjustable, it is on 

When main display area displays second digit, it is on.

When main display area displays minute digit, it is on.

When main display area displays hour digit, it is on.

When main display area displays pressure, it is on.

When main display area displays flow, it is on. 



4.3. Startup & shutdown

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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Keep long press of "      "for 0.5 s 
to enter ON/OFF interface

When there is no operation 
within 15 minutes, it will 
display with full screen off

When the unit is started under the control of wire controller, if using the emergency switch to
shut down, the wire controller will display as follows:
Operations are the same as under ON/OFF main interface.

Under the main interface, Short press"      "to switch the unit among heating, cooling and 
automatic mode. 

When there is no operation 
within 1 minute, it will display
with half screen off

Notes:
Startup & shutdown operation can only be conducted in the main interface.
When it displays with half screen off or full screen off, click any key for returning to ON/OFF 
main interface. 

4.4.  Mode switch
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Short press"        " for to switch the 
mode circularly, after no operation
 for 2s, the current mode will be saved.

Cooling mode 

Automatic mode 

2). When the unit is under the defrosting state, the defrosting symbol is on,with the display 
interface as follows:

After completing the defrosting, the unit will be
 automatically switched to the heating/automatic 
mode (keeping consistent with the mode before 
defrosting).

Notes: During the defrosting, mode switch is available. And when switching the mode, the unit 
won t work under a new mode until defrosting is completed.

Heating mode 

Operation descriptions: 
1). Mode switch operation can only be conducted in the main interface.

4.5. Temperature setting

Short press "      " or "       " for increasing
 or decreasing target temperature.

Short press "      " to return
and save the setting. 

Setting temperature 
flashing

Short press "      " or "       " for entering
 temperature setting interface.

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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1 .Permanent awakening clock key 

Keep long press of
 "     +     " for 2 s ,
and at the same time 
the wire controller
 will buzz for 1s 

Short press "    +    "
 at the same time 

Short press "      "

Short press "    " or
 "    " for changing 
hour digit 

Short press "      " 
and the minute
digit is flashing

Short press "     " 
or "     " for changing 
minute digit 

Short press "     " for
 saving the change
 and returning to the
 main interface 

Keeps clock key
displayed permanently 

hour digit 
  flashing

System time setting
interface

Notes: After the permanent awakening of clock key, if it is not cancelled by user, the main 
interface will display the clock key permanently. Under the clock setting interface, if short press 
"      " , the change will not be saved and return to the main interface; if there is no operation for
20s, the system will automatically memorize user s setting, and return to the main interface. 

Notes: Under the temperature setting interface, if short press "        ", the system will return to 
the main interface without any changes saved; If there is no operation for 5 s, the system 
will automatically memorize user's setting, and return to the main interface.

4.6. Clock setting 
4.6.1 System time setting

Keep long press of
 "     +     " for 2 s ,
and at the same time 
the wire controller
 will buzz for 1s 

2 .Single awakening clock key

3 .System time setting

System time setting
interface

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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4.6.2 Setting and cancellation of timing ON and OFF 

Flashing

Keep long press
of "     " for 2s for
entering timing 
setting

Short press"    " or
 "    " to circularly 
display among 
timing ON1, OFF1,
 ON2 andOFF2

Short press "    " 
or "    " for adjusting
hour digit

Short press "      " 
for setting hour digit
of timing ON1

Short  press "     " 
or "     " for adjusting 
minute digit

Short press "     " 
for saving timing
On1

Short press "       " 
and "   " at the 
sametime

Short press "      " for saving
 the change and  returning to 
 the main interface

Flashing

Short press "      "
for cancelling timing
setting

Notes: If there is no operation for 20 s, the system will automatically memorize user s setting,
 and return to the main interface; If the timing symbol and entire time digits flash at the same
time, click "      " for returning to the main interface.

Flashing

Short press "      "
for cancelling timing
setting

Short  press  "     " 
for setting minute
digit of timing On1

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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 4.7. Mute setting
4.7.1 One-click mute

short press "     "

Notes:
1). If one-click mute and timing mute are stared at the same time, short press "      "  for 
canceling one-click mute and quitting the timing mute for this time.
2). At night or the rest time, user can start one-click mute or timing mute function to reduce 
 the noise.

4.7.2 Setting and cancellation of timing mute

Keep long press
 of "      "  fo r 2 s

Short press"     "
or "      " 

Short press"     " for entering 
the  hour  digit setting  of 
timing-on mute

Short press"     "
or "     "

Short press"      "  for confirming
 the timing-on mute, and turn to
 the setting of timing-off mute

Short press "    "  for
entering the hour digit
setting of timing-off mute

Short press"     "
or "     " 

Short  press"      "  for confirming 
timing-off mute, saving the changes 
and returning to the main interface

Short press "        "  for
cancelling the timing mute

Flashing

Flashing

Flashing

Flashing

Short press"       "  for 
cancelling the timing
mute

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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4.Use and Operation Instruction

Keep long press
of "   " for 5 s

To avoid others' misoperation, please lock the wire controller after completing 
the setting.

Notes:

1).Under the locked screen interface, only unlocking operation is available, and the screen 

will  be lighten after other operations conducted. 

2).Under the OFF interface, locking operation is available , andt he operation method is the 

same as locking screen under the ONi nterface.

4.9.Fault interface
When the unit fails, the wire controller can display the corresponding code according to the 
fault reason. Refer to the fault table for the specific definition of the fault codes.

2).Two or more faults:

1).Single fault:

Short press"      "
or "      "

Fault code

Fault serial number
Quantity of fault

Short press"   "

For example:

  " is lighten:The timing mute has been set, but it's not under mute

  " flash:It's under the mute status.

Notes:
1). When the mute icon" 
status.
2). When the mute icon" 
3). When the mute icon" 

4.8.Keyboard lock
  "disappear: The timing mute is not set.

Remark:

the wire controller can display the temperature unit as " " or " " according to the unit

model you bought.
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4.10 . Parameter list and breakdown table
4.10.1 Electronic control fault table

  Can be judged according to the remote controller failure code and troubleshooting

4.Use and Operation Instruction

Low temperature protection

Protect/fault

Secondary A nti-freezing P rot.

Anti-freezing Prot

Flow Switch Prot.

Inlet and outlet temp. too big

Exhaust Air over Temp Prot.

Comp. Overcurrent Prot.

Communication Fault

Primary Anti-freezing Prot.

Fault
display

Non

Non

P01

P02

P04

P05

P07

E02

E07

E03

E29

E06

P081

Non

E051

E08

E19

E01

P082

Reason Elimination methods

Antifreeze Temp. Sensor Fault

Waterway Anti-freezing Prot.

EC fan feedback Fault

P09

E05

F051

Check the wire connection  between 
remote wire controller and main board 

Check whether the system of the compressor 
running normally

Check whether the system of the compressor 
running normally

Check the pipe water flow and whether
water system is jammed or not

Check the pipe water flow and whether 
water system is jammed or not

Check the pipe water flow and water pump

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check the pressure switch and cold circuit

Check or change the   temp. Sensor

Check the pressure switch and cold circuit

check and replace this temp sensor

Check whether fan motor is broken or locked 
or not

PPPressure sensor Fault

The temp. Sensor is broken 
or short circuit

The temp. Sensor is broken
or short circuit

The temp. Sensor is broken
or short circuit
The temp. Sensor is broken
or short circuit

The environment temp. is low

The ambient temp. Is low

Water flow is not enough 
and low differential pressure

Water flow is not enough

The temp. Sensor is broken 
or short circuit

Low pressure1  protection

No water/little water in 
water system

The temp. Sensor is broken
or short circuit

The high-preesure switch is
 broken

The compressor is overload

The ambient temp. Is low

Communicat ion failure between 
wire controller and mainboard

The compressor is overload

antifreeze temp sensor is
 broken or short circuited

 water temp.or ambient temp.
 is too low

There is something wrong with fan
 motor and fan motor stops running

The pressure Sensor is broken Check or change the   pressure  Sensor
or pressure

Standby

Normal boot

Inlet Temp. Sensor Fault

Outlet Temp.Sensor Fault

Coil Temp.Sensor Fault

Amibent Temp.Sensor Fault

Suction Temp.Sensor Fault

rDischarge Temp.Senso
Fault

High Pressure Prot.

Low Pressure Prot.

F031Fan Motor1 Fault

1. Motor is in  locked-rotor state
2.The wire connection between 
DC-fan motor module and fan 
motor is in bad  contact

1.Change a new fan motor
2.Check the wire connection and make sure 
they are in good contact

TP Ambient temp is too lowLow AT Protection

Fan Motor1 Fault F031
1. Motor is in locked-rotor state
2.The wire connection between 
DC-fan motor module and fan 
motor is in bad contact

1.Change a new fan motor
2.Check the wire connection and make sure 
they are in good contact

Low AT Protection TP Ambient temp is too low



Drv1 MOP alarm

Inverter offline

IPM protection

Comp. Driver Failure

DC Fan Fault

IPM Overcurrent

Inv. DC Overvoltage

Inv. DC Lessvoltage

Inv. Input Lessvolt.

Inv. Input Overvolt.

Inv. Sampling Volt.

Comm. Err DSP-PFC

Input Over Cur.

PFC fault

IPM Over heating

Weak Magnetic Warn

Inv. Input Out Phase

IPM Sampling Cur.

Inv. Temp. Probe Fail

Inverter Overheating

Inv. Overheating Warn

Comp. OverCur. Warn

Input Over Cur. Warn

EEPROM Error Warn

Protection/fault

Frequency conversion board fault table:

F01

F02

F03

F04

F05

F06

F07

F08

F09

F10

F11

F12

F26

F27

F15

F16

F17

F18

F19

F20

F22

F23

F24

F25

MOP drive alarm

Frequency conversion board and main
board communication failure

IPM modular protection

Lack of phase, step or drive hardware
damag
Motor current feedback open circuit or
short circuit

IPM Input current is large

DC bus voltage>Dc bus over-voltage
protection value

DC bus voltage<Dc bus over-voltage
protection value
The input voltage is low, causing the
inputcurrent is high
The input voltage is too high, more than
outage protection current RMS

The input voltage sampling fault

DSP and PFC connect fault

The equipment load is too large

The PFC circuit protection

The IPM module is overheat

Compressor magnetic force is not
enough

Recovery after the 150s

Check the communication connection

Recovery after the 150s

Check the measuring voltage check 
frequency conversion board hardware

Check whether current return 
wires connected motor

Check and adjust the current 
measurement

Check the input voltage measurement

Check the input voltage measurement

Check the input voltage measurement

Check the input voltage measurement

Check and adjust the current 
measurement

Check the communication connection

Check th e PFC switch tub e sho rt circu it 
or not

Check and adjust the current 
measurement

Check and measure the voltage 
adjustment

Check and adjust the current 
measurement

Inspect and replace the sensor

Check and adjust the 
current measurement

Check and adjust the 
current measurement

The compressor over-current 
protection

Check and adjust the current 
measurement

Check whether the chip is 
damaged Replace the chip

Fault
 display Reason Elimination methods

The input voltage lost phase

IPM sampling electricity is fault

Sensor is short circuit or open circuit

The transducer is overheat

Transducer temperature is too high

Compressor electricity is large

Input current is too large

MCU error

F28V15V over/undervoltage fault The V15V is overload or undervoltage Check the V15V input voltage in range
 13.5v~16.5v or not

4.Use and Operation Instruction
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Fan Motor2 Fault F032

. Motor is in locked-rotor state1
2.The wire connection between 
DC-fan motor module and fan 
motor is in bad contact

hC ange a new fan motor1.
2.Check the wire connection and make sure 
they are in good contact

Check the communication connectionSpeed control module and main 
board communication fail(speed control module)

Communication Fault E081
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4.Use and Operation Instruction

4.10.2 Parameter list 

  Meaning 
27ºC

27ºC

27ºC

Remarks
Adjustable

Adjustable

Adjustable

Default
Refrigeration target temperature set point
Heating the target temperature set point
Automatic target temperature set point
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5. Maintenance and inspection

Check the water supply device a nd the release often. You should avoid the condition of no
water or air entering into system, as this will influence unit's performance and reliability.
You should clear the pool/spa filter regularly  to avoid damage to the unit as a result of the 
dirty of clogged filter.

The area around the unit should be dry, clean and well ventilated. Clean the side heating
exchanger regularly to maintain good heat exchange as conserve energy .

The operation pressure of the refrigerant system should only be serviced by a certified
technician .

Check the power supply and cable connection often,.Should the unit begin to operate 
abnormally, switch it off and contact the qualified technician.

Discharge all water in the water pump and water system ,so that  freezing of the water in the
pump or water system does not occur. You should discharge the water at the bottom of 
water pump  if the unit will not be used for an extended period of time. You should check 
the unit thoroughly  and fill the system with water fully before using it for the first time after 
a prolonged time of no usage.

Checks to the area 
Prior to beginning work on systems containing flammable refrigerants, safety checks are 
necessary to ensure that the risk of ignition is minimised. For repair to the refrigerating 
system, the following precautions shall be complied with prior to conducting work on the 
system prolonged period of no usage.
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Sign MeaningNumber

22

23

Master-slave machine switch / Feedback signal of EC fan (input)

Main board of the input and output interface instructions below

6. Appendix

Compressor (output 220-230 VAC)
Water pump (output 220-230 VAC)
4-way valve (output 220-230 VAC)
High speed of fan (output 220-230 VAC)
Low speed of fan (output 220-230 VAC)
Live wire (input 220-230 VAC)
Neutral wire (input 220-230 VAC)
Emergency switch (input)
Water flow switch (input)
System low pressure (input)
System high pressure (input)
System suction temperature (input)
Water input temperature (input)
Water output temperature (input)
System fan coil temperature (input)
Ambient temperature (input)
Mode Switch (input)
Master-slave machine switch / Antifreeze temperature (input)
System Exhaust temperature (input)
Compressor current detection / Pressure Sensor (input) 

OUT1
OUT2

OUT4
OUT5
AC-L
AC-N

OUT3

AI/DI01
AI/DI02
AI/DI03
AI/DI04
AI/DI05
AI/DI06
AI/DI07
AI/DI08
AI/DI09
AI/DI10
AI/DI11
AI12(50K)
0_5V_IN
PWM_IN
PWM_OUT
0_10V_OUT

6.1  Controller interface diagram and definition
6. Interface drawing
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6. Appendix

Number Sign Meaning
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Notes: 

When the unit uses EC fan, PWM-IN port is used for feedback input of EC fan by default, 

and AI/DI11 port is used as master-slave switch by default; when the unit uses non-EC fan, 

PWM-IN port is used as master-slave switch by default, and AI/DI11 port is used as 

anti-freezing protection switch by default. 

28

+5V (output)
+12V (output)

Frequency conversion board communications

LED controller communication

Electronic expansion valve

The port for centralized control
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6.Appendix

1. The unit can only be repaired by qualified installer centre personnel or an authorised

dealer(for Europe market).

2. This appliance can used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced 

physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have

been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and 

understand  the hazards involved(for Europe market).

Children shall not play with the appliance .Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be

made by children without supervision.

3. Please make sure that the unit and power connection have good earthing, otherwise may 

cause electrical shock.

4. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or our service agent

or similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

5. Directive 2002/96/EC (WEEE):

The symbol depicting a crossed-out waste bin that is underneath the appliance indicates

that this product, at the end of its useful life, must be handled separately from domestic

waste, must be taken to a recycling centre for electric and electronic devices or handed 

back to the dealer when purchasing an equivalent appliance. 

6. Directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs): This product is compliant with directive 2002/95/EC (RoHs)

concerning restrictions for the use of harmful substances in electric and electronic devices.

7. The unit CANNOT be installed near the flammable gas. Once there is any leakage of the gas

, fire can be occur.

8. Make sure that there is circuit breaker for the unit, lack of circuit breaker can lead to electrical

shock or fire.

9. The heat pump located inside the unit is equipped with an over-load protection system. It

does not allow for the unit to start for at least 3 minutes from a previous stoppage.

10.The unit can only be repaired by the qualified personnel of an installer center or an

authorized dealer(for North America market). 

11. Installation must be performed in accordance with the NEC/CEC by authorized person only

(for North America market).

12. Use supply wires suitable for 75 .

13. Caution: Single wall heat exchanger is not suitable for potable water connection.

Caution & Warning

6.APPENDIX
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6.2  Cable  specification

When the unit will be installed at outdoor, please use the cable which can against UV.

1.   Single phase unit

10~16A

16~25A

25~32A

32~40A

40~63A

63~75A

75~101A

101~123A

123~148A

148~186A

186~224A

Phase line MCB Creepage protector Signal line
Nameplate 
maximum 
current

Earth line

No more 
than 10A 20A

32A

40A

40A

63A

80A

100A

125A

160A

225A

250A

280A

21.5mm
22.5mm

24mm
26mm

210mm
216mm
2mm25
2mm25
235mm
250mm
270mm
295mm

30mA less than 0.1 sec

10~16A

16~25A

25~32A

32~40A

40~63A

63~75A

75~101A

101~123A

123~148A

148~186A

186~224A

Phase line MCB Creepage protector Signal line
Nameplate 
maximum 
current

Earth line

No more 
than 10A 20A

32A

40A

40A

63A

80A

100A

125A

160A

225A

250A

280A

21.5mm
22.5mm

24mm
26mm

210mm
216mm
2mm25
2mm25
235mm
250mm
270mm
295mm

2. Three phase unit

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec

2n 0.5mm

2n 0.5mm

22 1.5mm
22 2.5mm

22 4mm
22 6mm

22 10mm
2162 mm
2252 mm
2252 mm
2352 mm
2502 mm
2702 mm
2952 mm

23 1.5mm
23 2.5mm

23 4mm
23 6mm

23 10mm
216mm3
2mm253
2mm253
235mm3
250mm3
270mm3
295mm3
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When the unit will be installed at outdoor, please use the cable which can against UV.

6.2 Cable  specification
(1) Single phase unit

10~16A
16~25A
25~32A
32~40A
40~63A
63~75A
75~101A
101~123A
123~148A
148~186A
186~224A

Phase line MCB Creepage protector Signal line

2n 0.5mm

Nameplate
maximum
current

Earth line

No more 
than 10A 22 1.5mm

22 2.5mm
22 4mm
22 6mm

22 10mm
22 16mm
22 25mm
22 25mm
22 35mm
22 50mm
22 70mm
22 95mm

20A
32A
40A
40A
63A
80A
100A
125A
160A
225A
250A
280A

21.5mm
22.5mm

24mm
26mm

210mm
216mm
2mm25
2mm25
235mm
250mm
270mm
295mm

30mA less than 0.1 sec

10~16A
16~25A
25~32A
32~40A
40~63A
63~75A
75~101A
101~123A
123~148A
148~186A
186~224A

Phase line MCB Creepage protector Signal line

2n 0.5mm

Nameplate
maximum
current

Earth line

No more 
than 10A 20A

32A
40A
40A
63A
80A
100A
125A
160A
225A
250A
280A

21.5mm
22.5mm

24mm
26mm

210mm
216mm
2mm25
2mm25
235mm
250mm
270mm
295mm

(2) Three phase unit

23 1.5mm
23 2.5mm

23 4mm
23 6mm

23 10mm
216mm3
225mm3
23 25mm
23 35mm
23 50mm
23 70mm
23 95mm

30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
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30mA less than 0.1 sec
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30mA less than 0.1 sec

30mA less than 0.1 sec
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30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
30mA less than 0.1 sec
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30mA less than 0.1 sec
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ADVERTENCIAS PARA LA ELIMINACIÓN CORRECTA DEL PRODUCTO SEGÚN ESTABLECE LA DIRECTIVA EUROPEA 2002/96/EC.
Al final de su vida útil, el producto no debe eliminarse junto a los residuos urbanos. Debe entregarse a centros específicos de recogida selectiva establecidos 
por las administraciones municipales, o a los revendedores que facilitan este servicio. Eliminar por separado un aparato eléctrico o electrónico (WEEE) 
significa evitar posibles consecuencias negativas para el medio ambiente y la salud derivadas de una eliminación inadecuada y permite reciclar los 
materiales que lo componen, obteniendo así un ahorro importante de energía y recursos. Para subrayar la obligación de eliminar por separado el aparato, 
en el producto aparece un contenedor de basura móvil listado.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH EC DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC.
At the end of its working life, the product must not be disposed of as urban waste. It must be taken to a special local authority deifferentiated waste 
collection centre or to a dealer providing this service. Disposing of a household appliance separately avoids possible negative consequences for the 
environment and health deriving from inappropriate disposal and enables the constituent materials to be recovered to obtain significant savings in energy 
and resources. As a reminder of the need to dispose of household appliances separately, the product is marked with a crossed-outwheeled dustbin.

AVERTISSEMENTS POUR L’ÉLIMINATION CORRECTE DU PRODUIT AUX TERMES DE LA DIRECTIVE 2002/96 / CE.
Au terme de son utilisation, le produit ne doit pas être éliminé avec les déchets urbains. Le produit doit être remis à l’un des centres de collecte 
sélective prévus par l’administration communale ou auprès des revendeurs assurant ce service. Éliminer séparément un appareil électroménager permet 
d’éviter les retombées négatives pour l’environnement et la santé dérivant d’une élimination incorrecte, et permet de récupérer les matériaux qui le 
composent dans le but d’une économie importante en termes d’énergie et de ressources. Pour rappeler l’obligation d’éliminer séparément les appareils 
électroménagers, le produit porte le symbole d’un caisson à ordures barré.

ADVERTÊNCIA PARA A ELIMINAÇÃO CORRECTA DO PRODUCTO SEGUNDO ESTABELECIDO PELA DIRECTIVA EUROPEIA 2002/96/EC
No final da sua vida útil, o producto não debe ser eliminado juntos dos residuos urbanos. Há centros específicos de recolha selectiva estabelecidos pelas 
administrações municipais, ou pelos revendedores que facilitam este Serviço. Eliminar em separado um aparelho electrónico (WEEE) significa evitar 
possivéis consequências negativas para o meio ambiente e para a saude, derivado de uma eliminação incorrecta, pois os materiais que o compõem 
podem ser reciclados, obtendo assim uma poupança importante de energia e de recursos. Para ter claro que a obrigação que se tem que eliminar o 
aparelho em separado, na embalagem do aparelho aparece o símbolo de um contentor de lixo.

AVVERTENZE PER L’ELIMINAZIONE DEL PRODOTTO SECONDO QUANTO PREVISTO DALLA DIRETTIVA EUROPEA 2002/96/EC.
Al termine della loro vita utile, il prodotto non deve essere eliminata insieme ai rifiuti urbani. Deve essere consegnato a centri specifici di raccolta selettiva 
stabiliti dalle amministrazioni comunali o airivenditori che forniscono questo servizio. Eliminare separatamente un apparecchio elettrico o elettronico 
(WEEE) significa evitare eventuali conseguenze negative per l’ambiente e la salute derivanti da uno smaltimento inadeguato e consente di recuperare i 
materiali che lo compon-gono, ottenendo così un importante risparmio di energia e risorse. Per sottolineare l’obbligo di eliminare separatamente.
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